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Abstract— The McPherson model for the Si-O bond-breakage has
been extended in a manner to capture the effect of O-Si-O angle
variations on the breakage rate. Using a distribution function of the
O-Si-O bond angle, a series of breakage rate probability densities has
been calculated as a function of the applied electric field. Using such
a distribution function we have calculated the mean vale and the
standard deviation of the breakage rate and compare them to the
nominal rate corresponding to the fixed angle of 109.48O observed in
crystalline α-quartz. It is shown that the mean value of this rate is
substantially higher than and the standard deviation is comparable
with the nominal rate. Obtained dependencies demonstrate a linear
trend in a log-lin space, thereby validating the thermo-chemical
model for the time-dependent-dielectric breakdown also in the case
of non-uniform O-Si-O angle distribution typical for amorphous
silica.
Keywords-silicon-oxygen bond, bond-breakage rate, bond angle
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In contrast to crystalline α-quartz, amorphous SiO2 is
characterized by a wide spread of O-Si-O and Si-O-Si angles.
A lot of either experimental or theoretical [1-5] data regarding
bond angle fluctuations has been reported in the literature
demonstrating rather broad distributions. These variations
affect the electronic structure of the material [6], hole trapping
energetics [7], and act as precursors for structural disorder [8].
It is obvious that the presence of substantial angle dispersion
leads to a strong weakening of the Si-O bond, thereby abruptly
decreasing the breakage probability.

II.

SI-O BOND-BREAKAGE: GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Similar to the original model, the breakage of the Si-O
bond is considered as a transition of the Si ion from the 4-fold
coordination in the center of the SiO4 tetrahedron to the 3-fold
position beyond the O3 plane (Fig. 1, inset) followed by the
formation of a Si-Si bridge. This transition is considered as a
superposition of a thermionic excitation over the potential
barrier and quantum mechanical tunneling from the primary to
the secondary minimum. Such a profile represents the
dependence of the binding potential on the Si ion displacement
from its equilibrium position in the center of the SiO4
tetrahedron perpendicular to the O3 plane. The potential is
calculated considering 4 contributions related to interactions
of the silicon ion with four surrounding oxygen ones.
These Si-O interactions have been treated by using the
Mie-Grüneisen pair-wise interatomic potential:

[

]

Ф ( r ) = Ф B A ( 9 ) ( r / r0 ) 9 + A ( 2 ) ( r / r0 ) 2 + A (1) ( r / r0 ) , (1)
where ФB and r0 denote the bond strength and length, while
constants A(9), A(2), A(1) are determined in order to represent the
energetical and spatial positions of the equilibrium
configuration as well as the bond polarity [10].

Since silicon-oxygen bond rupture has been suspected to be
an important contributor to hot-carrier-injection related damage
[9] and to time-dependent-dielectric breakdown [10], we
expect bond weakening induced by O-Si-O/Si-O-Si angle
variations to be a very important issue in the field of the
reliability of SiO2 gate layers. In spite of the success of the SiO bond-breakage model proposed by McPherson [10], the
effect of bond angle variations on the Si-O energetics has not
been rigorously analyzed so far, and only speculations
concerning its importance have been given.
Therefore, the purpose of this work is to extend the
McPherson model by considering the impact of bond angle
fluctuations on the Si-O bond-breakage energetics.

Figure 1. Transformations of the barrier profile due to O-Si-O angle
variations. Inset: Si ion transition through and beyond the O3 plane.

Tunneling of the Si ion is treated within the WKB
approximation. Energetical positions of eigenstates En (with n
as the quantum number) in the quantum well of the primary
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minimum, tunnel probabilities from each level Tn and the
attempt frequency (the reciprocal aller-retour time) 1/τn,a-r are
determined using these expressions [10,11]:

∫
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2mSi (En − V ( x) )dx = (n + 1 / 2)π=
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with V(x) being the potential profile, mSi is the Si ion mass,
while [x1; x2] and [x2;x3] denote intervals of classically allowed
and prohibited ion movement.
The portion of the “tunnel flux of Si ions” from the n-th
level is written as the product of the quantity of available
particles fn, the tunnel probability Tn, and the attempt frequency
1/τn,a-r, i.e.

Ptu ,n =

f nTn .

τ a −r ,n

(2d)

McPherson direction (Fig.1, inset), three oxygen ions in the O3
plane provide equal contributions to the energy and therefore
with an O ion being shifted (due to angle φ variations) from its
position in a vortex of the regular SiO4 tetrahedron the
symmetry is lost(???) and the secondary energy minimum is
found in another direction.
Since Si “finds” a direction characterized by the highest
bond-breakage rate P (highest probability for a transition
perpendicular and beyond the O3 plane) and will break the
SiO4 tetrahedral configuration just in this way, one needs to
find the direction – defined by the angle θ, (see inset of Fig. 2)
– for which the maximal P (referred hereafter as bondbreakage rate) is obtained. For this purpose we used the
multidimensional downhill simplex method [12]. This
maximization was done in a two-dimensional space, i.e.
directions in which the maximal P is to be found are
parameterized by 2 coordinates in the O3 plane. For φn =
109.48O, the spatial position of the secondary minimum
corresponds to the direction at which the maximal P is
obtained, i.e. θ = 0 (a case of a regular SiO4 tetrahedron, i.e. φn
= 109.48O which is typical for α-quartz). While performing the
maximization procedure we considered only those directions
that demonstrated a pronounced secondary minimum.

The level occupation fn is obtained with the Boltzmann
distribution:

f n = exp(− E n / k B T ) / ∑ exp(− E n / k BT ) ,

(2e)

n

where kB and T are the Boltzmann constant and the absolute
temperature, while the statistical sum in the denominator over
all levels ensures the probability normalization.
The thermionnic excitation of the Si ion over the potential
barrier is characterized with the corresponding rate:

Pth = v ⋅ exp(− Ea / kT ) ,

(2f)

where v ~ 1012…1013 s-1 is the attempt frequency and Ea is the
activation energy (barrier height).
Summating the rates Ptu,n over all energy levels one obtains
the total tunnel rate Ptu, while the total bond-breakage rate
(calculated taking into account both tunneling and thermionic
mechanisms) is to be found as:

P = Ptu + Pth .
III.

(2h)

SI-O BOND-BREAKAGE: EFFECT OF ANGLE VARIATIONS

Fig. 1 shows the transformation of the potential profile
induced by O-Si-O angle φ (Fig.2, inset) variations. The
secondary minimum becomes deeper while φ grows and
simultaneously the bond-breakage activation energy increases.
For a fixed value of φ typical for α-quartz (φn = 109.48O) the
secondary minimum position is determined by the equilateral
O3 triangle and thus related to the direction of the SiO4
tetrahedron symmetry axis. While calculating the binding
potential as a function of the Si ion displacement in the

Figure 2. The dependence of angle θ on O-Si-O angle. Inset: angle θ
between the direction of the maximal P and the SiO4 symmetry axis

The dependence of θ on φ is plotted in Fig. 2. The
secondary minimum appears at the angle φcr ≈ 107.75O. Since
its appearance is due to the contribution of the 3 O ions, for φ
< 109.48O a direction corresponding to the maximal P is
rotated toward the deviated O ion (marked as No. 2 in Fig. 2,
inset). For φ ≈ 109.48O this direction coincides with the
symmetry axis of the tetrahedron (θ = 0). For higher φ the
maximal P is found at the opposite side relative to the
symmetry axis.
Fig. 3 demonstrates the dependence of the bond-breakage
rate P on the angle φ calculated for several values of the
applied field. The abrupt increase of P which is seen in Fig. 3
for all fields F corresponds to the appearance of a secondary

minimum at φ = φcr. Fig. 3 shows that curves calculated for
different F are equidistantly spaced. Such a behavior means
that each (fixed) step in F increases the rate P by the same
factor and reveals the same activation bond-breakage nature
typical for a wide range of bond angles φ.
Fig. 4 depicts a series of curves P = P(F) calculated for
various parameters φ and explicitly demonstrates an
exponential dependence of the bond-breakage rate vs. the
electric field. This circumstance supports the thermo-chemical
model treating the breakage of the Si-O bond in terms of a
chemical reaction characterized with a certain activation
energy. Within this model this activation energy is being
reduced proportionally to the increasing electric field and the
linear interrelation between the logarithmic time-to-failure
(which is related to the probability of bond rupture) and the
field F is thus obtained.

reduces with the variate P. In fact, in the range of varying angle
φ from φcr ≈ 107.75O to φn = 109. 84O, the component Dφ(φ)
grows with φ while |dφ/dP| rapidly decreases and thus the
minimum at DP(P) is expected to be shifted from φ = φn toward
smaller angles. However, |dφ/dP| decays much faster than
DP(P) and thereby only a hint on a maximum (Fig. 5, right
inset) is visible.
The mean value <P> and the standard deviation σP vs. F are
plotted in Fig. 6. The nominal bond-breakage rate Pn calculated
for the fixed angle φn ≈ 109.48O is also shown in Fig. 6 as a
reference. Note that all the curves have the same linear
behavior in a log-lin scale.

Figure 4. The breakage rate vs. field plotted for various O-Si-O angles.

Figure 3. The bond-breakage rate vs. O-Si-O angle for various fields F.

IV.

STATISTICS OF THE BOND-BREAKAGE RATE

In order to calculate the parameters of the statistical
variation of P we used the probability density Dφ(φ) of the
variate φ borrowed from [1] (Fig. 5, left inset). To evaluate the
distribution function DP(P) for the variate P we truncated the
dependence P(φ) at φcr since the values corresponding to
smaller angles are not informative and therefore obtained a
single-valued reciprocal dependency φ(P).
The probability density DP(P), the mean value <P> and the
standard deviation σP of the rate P are found as:
D P ( P, F ) = Dϕ (ϕ ( P, F ))

dϕ ( P , F )
dP

(3a)

< P > ( F ) = ∫ P (ϕ , F ) Dϕ (ϕ ) dϕ

σ P (F ) =

(∫ (P(F )− < P > (F ))

2

Dϕ (ϕ )dϕ

(3b)

)

1/ 2

(3c)

The probability densities for various F are shown in Fig. 5.
Since Dφ(φ) has a maximum at φ ≈ 109.48O and decays while
moving away from this value, DP(P) should also reveal a
maximum shifted due to the contribution of |dφ/dP| which

Figure 5. The distribution functions of P calculated for various F. Left inset:
the probability density of φ; right: a hint of a maximum at the curve DP(P) for
F = 0.

A property of the DP(P) is that the field F does not change
the form of the curves, shifting them as a whole towards
higher P. This is related to the equidistance of the curves P(φ)
plotted with a fixed step on F. Another consequence of this
equidistance is a similar log-lin slope of all curves: <P>(F),
σP(F) and Pn(F) (Fig. 6, left inset). This behavior supports the
thermo-chemical model [10] even in the case of strongly
fluctuating O-Si-O angles, when the mean value of the bond-

breakage rate <P> rather than Pn should be considered. In a
wide range of electric field F, the mean bond-breakage rate
<P> is more than 5 times larger than the nominal one, Pn and
the deviation σP is comparable to Pn.
While a percolation path throughout the oxide film is being
created during the electrical stress, pre-existing defects act as
precursors for the formation of clusters eventually uniting into
one, connecting the opposite interfaces of the film, i.e. to a
percolation path. In fact, as it was reported in [13], if a defect
already exists, another will be generated predominately in the
vicinity of the first one. Thus a large span of P (reflected by a
large standard deviation σd) complicates the matter, because
existence of huge values of P (even realized with a small
probability) are linked to the precursors for defect creation.

A linear shape (on a log-lin scale) of the distribution DP(P)
for the variate P (the probability density of P does not change
the shape with F and is just being shifted parallel) combined
with the linear relation between lnP and F leads to an
exponential dependence of the nominal Pn, the mean value
<P>, and the standard deviation σP of the breakage rate on the
electric field. Such a behavior results in the same slope of
<P>(F), σP(F) and Pn(F) and suggests that also in a case of
fluctuating φ the electro-chemical model provides a good
prediction for time-to-breakdown vs. F.
Note that the mean value <P> is more than 5 times larger
than the nominal rate Pn while its standard deviation σP is
comparable to Pn assuming a quite wide span of the variate P.
Such a large span of P complicates the picture, because
existence of huge values of P (realized with a small
probability) serve as precursors for defect creation.
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